ARCH and CAP Elective Options- Summer 2024

All ARCH and CAP electives require sophomore-standing or higher. Some courses may have additional pre-requisites; see description for pre-requisite information. Meeting days/times are available in UCDAccess.

- **ARCH 3602.001 Architecture Photography**
  - Architecture elective in photography of space, interior, and exterior with an emphasis on design composition of architecture
    - Course Format: Remote/Zoom (synchronous), with occasional *optional in-person* meetings

- **ARCH 3604.001- Architecture of Fun**
  - What is fun? And what is fun architecture? It seems like an easy question at first. But like a lot of easily questions, easy answers are hard to come by. This course tackles this seemingly simple question through creative practice and critical interrogation. By making and thinking about the objects we employ to “have fun”, you will develop a conceptual framework and develop skills for designing and creating fun objects, with an eventual focus on a special class of objects we recognize as fun architecture.
    - *NOTE: This course was previously numbered ARCH 3600 Special Topics Cultural: Arch of Fun. If you took this ARCH 3600 course previously, do not enroll in ARCH 3604; you cannot earn credit for both.*
    - *Course Format: Remote/Zoom (synchronous)*

- **ARCH 3700.002- Special Topics Design: Patterns**
  - This course will dive deep into the joys of pattern design, using analog and digital techniques to develop and play with two-dimensional and three-dimensional rhythmic systems. We will investigate the value of repetition, we will create methods of adaptability, and we will explore applications. We will study the role of pattern in architecture and how it shows up at every scale from textile to urban planning, in decoration, organization, structure, and construction.
    - *Prereq: ARCH 1721 and ARCH 2121*
    - *NOTE: This course was previously numbered ARCH 3600 Special Topics Cultural: Patterns. If you took this ARCH 3600 course previously, do not enroll in this ARCH 3700; you cannot earn credit for both.*
    - *Course Format: Remote/Zoom (synchronous)*

- **ARCH 3700.003- Special Topics Design: Portfolio Making Lab**
  - This elective presents a distinctive platform for students to hone their skills in enhancing the representation of their design work while crafting a comprehensive portfolio to prepare for academic and professional applications. Over the course of eight weeks, the elective will provide students with lectures, workshops, and desk critiques to navigate the process of refining their design work, exploring novel perspectives, and elevating their visual narratives. Furthermore, students will delve into the intricacies of portfolio-making, discovering various techniques to curate an impactful assemblage of work that showcases their design skills and visions.
    - *Prereq: ARCH 1721 and ARCH 2121*
    - *Course Format: Remote/Zoom (synchronous)*
- **ARCH 3700.H01- Special Topics Design: Advanced Representation**
  - This class will explore advanced tools and skillsets to generate leading-edge architectural graphics. Using a series of iterative design prompts, students will create photorealistic images that blend and distort the perceptions of our built environment. Prompts will include advanced topics in architectural drawing, modeling, photography, and rendering, and will culminate in a series of site-specific image installations that will camouflage and disguise radical architecture into the world around us.
    - **Prereq:** ARCH 1721
    - **Course Format:** Hybrid (Students may choose to attend course meetings either in-person or remotely via Zoom) (synchronous)

- **ARCH 3709.001- Furniture Design**
  - With Advanced digital technologies, students are able to create complex designs, produce intricate wood objects, and replicate furniture components in a production quality atmosphere. Students will learn to run our CNC router as they combine the traditions of furniture making with modern technology in an intensive hands-on course that explores the creative potential of the Computer Numerically Controlled (CNC) router. The class will address the questions of why, when and how to use the CNC to explore ideas in repeatable CNC driven furniture design. We will explore ways in which this technology can become another powerful tool as a design/fabrication method of making. Students will explore the materials and techniques of traditional woodworking paired, or recreated through digital technology and methods. Students will experiment, evaluate, choose and develop prototype to final product using digital modelling and CNC technology.
    - **NOTE:** This course was previously numbered ARCH 3700 (Special Topics Design: Furniture Design. If you took this ARCH 3700 course previously, do not enroll in ARCH 3709; you cannot earn credit for both.
    - **Course Format:** In-Person (synchronous)

- **ARCH 3805.E01 - Beginning Revit**
  - **Course Description:** This course covers the fundamental operation and use of Autodesk’s Revit Architecture software. In this course, students will learn how to operate and navigate the program and will produce drawing sets and renderings for a simple building. The course will closely follow the “Revit Architecture 2019 Essential Training (Imperial)” and other tutorials available on Lynda.com. To access Lynda.com, students will need to purchase a subscription for the duration of the class or obtain free access through the Denver Public Library. This will be in lieu of purchasing a text book. Students who work for the university may have access to a free Lynda.com subscription.
  - **Course Objective:** By the end of the course, students will be capable of producing full architectural drawing sets including title blocks, floor plans, elevations, sections, details, renderings, and 3D models. The course will cover basic rendering techniques and a limited amount of Adobe Photoshop skills so that students can apply their knowledge of Revit to produce materials for their studio courses as well as in their careers as architects.
    - **Prereq:** ARCH 2121 (ARCH 3430 recommended)
    - **Course Format:** Online (asynchronous)